The Operation Tech Warrior mission is to:

Provide Air Force personnel who have limited or no operational assignment experience an intense FIELD, MOBILITY, and COMBAT SKILLS IMMERSION opportunity.

Provide an opportunity for TESTING, EXPERIMENTATION, DATA COLLECTION, INSERTION, and/or otherwise SHOWCASE/DEMONSTRATE state-of-the-art warfighting technologies in a fully functioning operational environment.

STAFF POSITIONS/OPPORTUNITIES

- Vice Commander (Maj/LtCol) – interested in taking over as new commander of future Tech Warrior exercises
- Technology Squadron Director (Civ) – leads technology testing and tech integration activities
- Warrior Squadron Commander (Maj/LtCol) – leads operational training activities, acts as deployed forces CC
- Flight Commander (Capt/Maj) – leads flight during operation and exercise, hands-on, in-field
- A1-Manpower and Personnel (Civ or Mil)
- A2-Intelligence (Civ or Mil) – leads intel activities during exercise
- A3-Operations (Civ or Mil) helps direct schedule of activities during the exercise (works with NCMR ops staff)
- A4-Logistics/Transportation (Civ or Mil) – works with support contractor to ensure logistics needs met, supports transportation and vehicle training
- A5/A8-Strategic Planning and Requirements (Civ or Mil) – works on reporting and lessons learned activities
- A6-Communications (Civ or Mil) – leads exercise communications including command post leadership
- A7-Mission Support (Civ or Mil) – provides admin support
- PA-Public Affairs (Civ or Mil) – coordinates PA on media interviews
- Technology Integrators (Civ or Mil) – assists in the integration and field testing of various technologies
- Red Team – supports the training, scenarios, and final training exercise (FTX) as role players, red-team participants, and operational actors

ADDITIONAL DETAILS

The staff is asked to support as much of the TW planning activities as possible and must be available for the entire duration of the live operational event. Depending on the position additional efforts may be needed based on on-site tasks and needs (like supporting the Red Team). TDY funds are available for staff not in the local area and both military and civilians are welcome to apply as part of the TW staff.

Tech Warrior Staff...are selected members who direct the planning and execution of the Tech Warrior operation. Staff members (military or civilian) need to have experience in deployed environments, operational skills, or technology test knowledge.

If you are looking for LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES in operational settings, then the Tech Warrior Staff is right for you!

REGISTRATION FOR OPERATION TECH WARRIOR 2018:

https://wsrl.wright.edu/tw-registration

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT:
wenterprise@wright.edu
or
John Matecki
609-610-9076 | john.matecki@wright.edu